I will present an overview over recently published work on large and challenging multi-subunit complexes by a combination of small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), crystallography and NMR. The examples presented will include a 470 kDa heterododecameric TET aminopeptidase complex [1] and a 400 kDa Box C/D complex which regulates the assembly and function of ribosomes by chemically modifying (methylating) rRNA [2].

In both cases SANS, in combination with deuteration, was essential to determine the three-dimensional structures of the complexes by defining the respective positions of the individual protein (and RNA) partners within the complexes and by providing complementary structural restraints with respect to other structural biology techniques (crystallography, NMR and EM).

Finally, I will present an example that illustrates the capacity of SANS, in combination with advanced sample environments, to obtain time-resolved information of a macromolecular unfolding machine (PAN) and its substrate (GFP), during the active process at sub-minute time-resolution [3].
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